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Abstract— DICOM proceeds through a volume of .dcm
files and maintaining all standard as well but still it is not free
from attacks. In this paper I present the RTStructure based
GUI and the security model of DICOM communication. Here,
I use massage digest with the metadata of each volume of
DICOM. Metadata is nothing but data about data and it is
required for constructing each volume of .dcm files. In my
case, it is standardized and static with the help of python
packages. After successful construction .dcm files,
cryptographic hash function is applied. Hence, a secure RTStructured based annotation model is ready for storing and
accessing medical information among various medical devices
by maintaining HIPPA and PACS standard.
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I.

Fig. 2. Configuration of DICOM tags

DICOM proceeds by both of its public and private tags
and simultaneously maintains all the standards though
making a secure RT-Structured based annotation
construction of DICOM is a big challenge. PACS maintains
some of the security concerns but DICOM itself and medical
devices are not free from attacks (e.g. bio attacks,
cryptographic attacks, cyber-attacks etc.). To get rid from
these issues my model use Little Endian Transfer Syntax
UID, Contour Geometry, grid structure with the help of
python “gdcm” package, cryptographic hash function, and
the Structure Set of the DICOM-RT objects.

INTRODUCTION

DICOM is an acronym for Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine. DICOM has two major parts
namely, Header and DataSet.
Preamble

Header

Prefix

Grid structure is constructed in such a way, so that it can
able to accommodate the objects of .dcm files and process
the scientific applications effectively as well. Here, my main
goal is to use grid structure is to grid my standardized
metadata from a huge dataset. Hence, it can easily construct
.dcm file and hence each volume of DICOM.

Data Element
Data Element
….

DataSet
…………………
….
Data Element

Cloud Computing [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] is also a wellknown mathematical tool which deploys various kinds of
service models (i.e. Software as a Service (SaaS), Plateform
as a Service(PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)),and
each of these model has their own services. Here, I use IaaS
model for making the resources infinite in terms of virtual
machines (VMs) i.e. it uses replication. With the help of
these VMs, cloudlets, brokers (all of these are cloud entities
which are used for constructing communication among
medical devices);I can able to connect each volume of .dcm
files with the environment and finally able to combine all
these required entities in python environment by using “
PiCloud” and “dispy” library packages.

Fig. 1. Construction of DICOM

Where, Header is the collection of Preamble (i.e.
constructed by 128 bytes), and 4 bytes of Prefix. DataSet is
the collection of Data Elements; where each of the Data
Element (DE) consists of Value Multiplicity(VM), Data
Element Tag, Value Representation(VR), Value Length(VL)
etc.VM of DE specifies the total no. of values that can be
encoded in the value field of that DE. Tag is the collection of
group number and element number. We have three types of
tags, and from those type1 and type2 tags are mandatory;
type3 tag is optional.

After a successful construction of the required volume of
DICOM; I can able to establish a communication among
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various medical devices by using python packages as well as
the anaconda environment [6]. But, this communication is
not a safe because of various attacks like bio attacks as well
as cryptographic attacks. So, to get remove from these issues
I applied cryptographic hash function.

RTSTRUCT module. Here, I present some of the mandatory
objects of RTSTRUCT module in Table 1which is used for
the construction of my model.
TABLE I.

In general, Bio attacks [7] are caused by bioterrorism and
this terrorism is the end result of the intentional usage of
biological, chemical, nuclear, or radiological agents of the
bio attackers and they can also use the metadata of DICOM
for successful attack. They always start their Sampling from
a very large data set of active neurons (because human brain
contains billions of neurons) from metadata. Various kinds of
Chemical and biological weapons can cause a wide range of
nervous system damage and neurobehavioral effects; so
human brains are not free from these attacks.

Patient’s Information
Patient
Study
Series
Equipment
Structure Set

For establishing an efficient secure communication; the
requirements are each volume .dcm file, RT-Structure set
and medical devices but these devices as well as the volumes
of .dcm files are not free from attacks like cyber-attack[8],
[9]. Cyber-attack [8], [9] is a kind of attack by which attacker
can attack on the medical devices and forge the
functionality of these crucial devices such as implants,
exposing the medical records of patients, and also
potentially granting the access of the prescription
infrastructure by modifying the RT-Structure set of many
repute organizations for some illicit activities. This kind
of attack can also have the potential to make the operating
system of the devices more vulnerable. So that it can be
embedded on that device only. It can also be able to hide
itself from various sensitive sandboxes as well as other
defensive tools in a safe environment.

Mandatory Objects
(i) Patient
(ii) General Study
(iii) RT Series
(iv) General Equipment
(v) Structure Set
(vi) ROI Contour
(vii) RT ROI Observations
(viii) SOP Common

Table 1: Mandatory objects of RTSTRUCT module
My model is also follows the contour geometry for
contour construction [14]. These are described as follows:
POINT type geometry: When it deals with only a single
point
OPEN_PLANAR: When it deals with coplanar points
OPEN_NONPLANAR: When it deals with non-coplanar
points
CLOSED_PLANAR: When it deals with closed coplanar
points
For making the model secure, I used hashing function
namely MD5 [11] inside every medical devices. So that,
patient’s details are safe form the attacker. Hence, these
devices are protected and my model can able to construct a
successful efficient communication.

So, to establish a secure communication among various
medical devices; I use cryptographic one-way hash function
[10] inside each volume of DICOM. I used MD5 (Message
Digest 5) [11] as a cryptographic hash function.

B. MD5[11]
Message digest functions are also known as hash
functions and these functions are mostly used for
reproducing the digital summaries of information called
message digests. These functions are mostly 128 to 160 bits
long in length and with the help of this length they are able
to provide a digital identifier. These hash functions are a
kind of special mathematical functions which are able to
process some computational dynamic information to
produce a different kind of more secure one way hash
functions for each unique computational resource. Same
kinds of resources have the same hash functions though any
one bit of the messages has been changed. It is done just
because of the message digest functions. These functions are
much shorter as compared to the original computational
resources which are actually generated as digests and then it
has a length of finite measurement. Similarly the copied
message digests are known as collisions. However, a good
message digest function can be used as a one-way hash
function, which is mathematically and computationally
proves that reverse of the message digest process and
discovering the original resources both are infeasible to in
reality. However, it is infeasible for attacker also.

The road map of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 describes
the problem formulation. Section 4 describes proposed
model, in Section 5, I conclude my paper, and Section 6
present future works.
II.

CONTAINS MANDATORY OBJECTS OF RTSTRUCT
MODULE.

RELATED WORKS

DICOM is a standard for .dcm files and medical images
as well. It is actually used for all the kind of modification of
medical images and data as well. It supports various
modules of DICOM; such as, CT, MR, X-ray, PET,
radiotherapy (RT) etc. In this paper, I mainly concentrated on
RTStructureSet module since I am interested on CT images.
In DICOM standard, we have lot many RT Structure based
modules such as: RT Image, RT Dose, RTSTRUCT, RT
Plan and RT Treatment Record etc. These modules are
required in .dcm files in form of volume because DICOM is
a globally accepted standard. DICOM users are familiar with
RTSTRUCT module. So whenever they want to identify
some therapy details of the patient they use to write the
contour data with the help of contour geometry. The usage of
RTSTRUCT module is to address the requirements for
transfer of patient structures.

III.
A. RTSTRUCT
DICOM standard [12], [13] provides all the available
modules of .dcm file. My work is mainly based on the

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Table2 contains notation of my proposed model.
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Symbol
px
py
pz
Xx, Xy, Xz
Yx, Yy, Yz
i
j
∆i
∆j
im
h
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NOTATION OF THE MODEL

Meaning
x-coordinate of the voxel (i, j) in the frame’s
image plane in mm
y-coordinate of the voxel (i, j) in the frame’s
image plane in mm
z-coordinate of the voxel (i, j) in the frame’s
image plane in mm
Values from the row (X) direction cosine of
ImageOrientationPatient.
Values from the column (Y) direction cosine of
ImageOrientationPatient
Column index.
Row index.
Column pixel resolution of PixelSpacing in
mm.
Row pixel resolution of PixelSpacing in mm.
Hash value of DICOM
MD5 one way hashing algorithm

Step2: Add type 1 and type 2 tags within the dataset.

For constructing the annotation tool; first I create the
header of .dcm file with the help of the metadata. Then after,
RTStructure Set has been constructed. For annotation,
contour vector geometry is used:

Sub phase2:
Construction of dataset:
Step 1: Create the dataset with the help of type1, type2, and
type3 tags.
Step2: Pack header and dataset into a single volume of .dcm
file.

After successful construction of RTStructure Set; I made
a secure communication among various medical devices.

(0002, 0000) File Meta Info. Group Length: 186

IV.

PROPOSED MODEL

In this section, my proposed methodology is delineated in
a detail.

File Meta Information

(0002, 0002) Media Storage SOP Class UID: 1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.2

To achieve the goal, my proposed model has three
phases. Phase1 is responsible for the construction of .dcm
files. Phase2 is responsible for the construction of contours,
Phase3 is responsible for the construction of RTStructure set,
and Phase4 is responsible for the construction of a secure
communication among various medical devices.

(0002, 0003) Media Storage SOP Inst UID: 1.2.246.352.63.1.4981
321343350308342.85957 408729276161801.2.246

.352.63.1.4981321343350308342.8595740872927616180
SOP Instance

Phase1:
Construction of .dcm files:
Since, DICOM is totally a different format among the
others. Here, I used CT images for my experiment. DICOM
proceeds by gathering the information into a dataset, and
then after, the header of DICOM, and image datasets are then
packed into a single file in form of a volume of a .dcm file.
Then finally, these .dcm files are shared via internet. The
information within the header is organized as a constant and
standardized series of tags. So, Construction of .dcm files
can further has two sub phases:

(0002, 0010) Transfer Syntax UID: 1.2.840.10008.1.2
HEADER

TYPE1 Tags
(0010, 0010) Patient's Name: PHANTOM^RANDO
(0010, 0030) Patient's Birth Date:
(0010, 0040) Patient's Sex:
(0008, 0050) Accession Number:
TYPE2 Tags

Sub phase1:
Construction of header:
Step1: Create 128 preamble bytes and 4 prefix bytes (‘D’,
‘I’, ‘C’, ‘M’).

TYPE3 Tags
DATASET
A single .dcm file in form of volume
Fig. 3. Block diagram of phase1
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Phase3:
Construction of RTStructure Set:
RT Structure is created by following two step
mechanisms:
Step1: Creation of empty .dcm dataset (for reference):
Structure Set is one of the DICOM-RT objects and it
includes Structure Set, ROI Contour and RT ROI
Observations modules. All these modules first create the
Data Elements (using type of tags) for a single volume of
.dcm file.

Phase2:
Construction of Contours:
Contours can be constructed by using the following
formulae:
Step1: Convert pixel value to voxel value using the
following formula:

Step2: Join those voxel points using contour vector
geometry. After successful joining of those voxel points;
phase2 has been completed.
Step2: Add all required data element to the empty dataset.
After construction of data elements, these data elements are
added to the dataset. Then I construct the sequence because
all objects of Structure Set are in the form of sequence;
sequences are created using “dycompyler” [15], “gdcm”
package and the steps are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create Data Element
Create an item
Create a Sequence
Insert the Sequence into the DataSet

After successful completion of phase3, I add some
annotation features inside my annotation tool such as:
Zoomin-Zoomout, Movement of Pan, checking modality,
add levels etc. Hence, produced an efficient user-friendly
GUI; namely “DICOM RTStructured based Annotation
Tool”.
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Hashing (im): calculate the one way hash value for all of the
voxel points for each volume of .dcm files by using the
following formulae:

 px 
 
im  h( p y )
p 
 z
Since, MD5 is a one way hash function; so after applying
MD5 in each volume of DICOM, each of 128 rounds is
responsible for securing the information of patients. Hence,
achieve a secure .dcm files as well as the medical devices.
Because of the modular, and factorization properties of oneway hash function [12], and each round of MD5, the voxel
values are changed in each 128 rounds and after the
completion of these entire 128 rounds client devices are
getting the correct information from the server and viceversa. So, for the intruder it is impossible to break the
system, and modify the information. Hence, achieve an
efficient secure communication among various medical
devices.

Phase4:
Construction of a secure communication:
For constructing a communication among various
medical devices; I used cloud IaaS layer and integrate cloud
IaaS layer with python by using “PiCloud” and “dispy”
library packages. With the help of these two packages I can
able to create a server and from this server I can able to
transfer the information to the other medical devices by
maintaining PACs and HIPPA and vice-versa. Hence,
achieve a successful communication. For security, I applied
MD5, one way hashing function to each volume of .dcm
file.
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Data
Elements

.dcm file

Segmentation tool

RTStruct Objct

Header

Dataset

Contour

RTStructureSet
Picloud+
Dispy
Annotation Tool

IaaS

Communication
established

MD5

Secure Annotation Tool

Fig. 4. Block diagram of proposed Annotation tool

A. RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, I present how my developed tool works.
Referenced Frame of Reference Sequence:
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Structure Set ROI Sequence:

ROI contour Sequence:
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RT ROI Observations Sequence:

Screenshot of contour images:

Screenshot of RTStructureSet DICOM:
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Screenshot of RT Structure set:

the requirements for the transfer of Patients structures and
related data defined on medical devices, and also
communicate with each other securely.
VI.

FUTURE WORK

My future plan is to add different views of DICOM as
well as to add some authentication technique of the medical
devices. For adding different views on my developed GUI;
my plan is to use some of the python packages like “vtk”
etc., and for authentication; my plan is to add digital
signature inside each volume of .dcm file.
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